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Materials:  
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm dark 
 topaz with white luster coating (15927) 

03 Bead Gallery® crystal glass rhinestone on metal ball 18.5mm beads 
           (18946) dark 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 12mm black 
 (15982) 
04 Bead Gallery® cloudy grey glass Czech round fire polished faceted  
 10mm (13519) 
06 Bead Gallery® gunmetal glass rhinestone on clay ball 10mm beads 
           (20183) 
02 Bead Gallery® opaque light grey glass Czech round fire polished 
 faceted 10mm (13520) 
04 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 12mm 
      crystal (15981) 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 12mm 
 crystal with chrome half coat (15978) 
02 Bead Gallery® crystal glass rhinestone on metal ball 15mm beads 
          (18945) dark 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
 Olivine with luster (15912) 
03 Bead Gallery® crystal glass rhinestones on metal ball 15.7mm beads 
           (18948) shiny 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
 crystal with silver half coat (15930) 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
 Olivine crackle (15957) 
02 Bead Gallery® crystal glass rhinestones on metal ball 17mm beads 
           (18947) shiny 
16 Bead Gallery® silver plated antique leaf bead cap 11mm (12545) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone plated head pin (12959) 
01 Bead Gallery® silver tone jump rings .8x6mm (12961) 
91” Beadalon® German style wire, round silver plated, 20 gauge 
 (180B-020) 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: 1 to 1 ½ hours depending on skill level 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Advanced 
 



Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 3” of wire. 
2. Form wrapped loop, string dark topaz, and form a 

wrapped loop. 
3. We will be chaining the loops together as we go. Cut 

3” of wire, form a partial loop, connect loop to 
previous loop and complete wrapped loop. 

4. String bead cap, 18.5mm dark rhinestone, bead cap, 
and complete wrapped loop. 

5. Repeat steps 3-4 in the following order: black 12mm, 
cloudy grey, gunmetal rhinestone, opaque light grey, 
crystal 12mm, crystal/chrome 12mm, (bead cap, 
rhinestone dark 15mm, bead cap), olivine luster, 
gunmetal rhinestone, cloudy grey, (bead cap, 
rhinestone 17mm shiny, bead cap), half coat crystal, 
crystal 12mm, gunmetal rhinestone, olivine crackle, 
dark topaz, (bead cap, rhinestone 18.5mm dark, 
bead cap), black 12mm, cloudy grey, gunmetal 
rhinestone, opaque grey, crystal 12mm, 
crystal/chrome, (bead cap, 15mm rhinestone dark, 
bead cap), Olivine luster, gunmetal rhinestone, 
cloudy grey, (bead cap, 17mm rhinestone shiny, 
bead cap), crystal half coat, crystal 12mm, and 
gunmetal rhinestone. 

6. Cut 2 ½” of wire, form a partial loop, connect to 
previous loop, complete wrapped loop. 

7. String olivine crackle, form a partial loop, connect to 
end of chain, and complete wrapped loop. 

8. Dangle – Using head pin, string bead cap, 18.5mm 
rhinestone dark, bead cap and form a simple loop. 

9. Cut 3” of wire, form a wrapped loop, string bead 
cap, 15.7mm rhinestone shiny, bead cap and form a 
wrapped loop. 

10. Open loop from 20mm rhinestone loop and connect 
to 16mm rhinestone loop. 

11. Using 6mm jump ring, connect dangle to chain. 


